
 

PROFILE 

 

 

SAEID SHOJA 
REACT.JS FRONTEND DEVELOPER 
Tehran-Iran 

Experienced Javascript Developer 

with motivation and passion for 

programming and learning more. 

Skilled in ReactJS, typescript, and 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). 

always try that every line of code that 

I write be for the sole benefit of the 

person who uses that product and 

makes their life better!!! I hope that the 

work that I do not only enriches the 

lives of others but allows me to build on 

my own experiences. 

I'm eager to learn new things that the 

company that hires me needs to have. 

I like to work with new technologies, 

learn them and keep my information 

up to date. Of course I’m a fast learner 

and I can learn anything our company 

need. 

 

CONTACT 

Linkedin: 

www.linkedin.com/in/saeid-shoja-

developer 

 

EMAIL: 

saeidshoja0074@yahoo.com 

 

GitHub: 

https://github.com/saeid-shoja 

 

Phone: 

+989221225121 

  

 

 

  

WORK EXPERIENCE 

FrontEnd developer (Short-time contract) at Dewzilla 

Ukraine 

[Jan, 2022]– [Jul, 2022] 
dewzilla is a company that works on website development, design, 

content, SEO, and CRM management. 

• implement the UI of an exchange website 

• implement the SSR 

• connecting the APIs to the UI 

react/ redux toolkit| tailwind| sass 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

FrontEnd developer(Remote) at RailTown 

Toronto, Canada 

[Jan, 2020]– [Jan, 2022] 
Railtown is a Canadian Incubator, Search Lab, and Venture 

Lab.  Railtown's incubator helps new founders, and startup companies to 

develop into successful companies.  

• Implementing UI designs and connecting designs to the apis 

• Develop and maintain websites and services. 

• Creating Admin Panel 

React.js/ Typescript/ Hooks/ redux toolkit 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Frontend Developer(Remote) at IR TopTalent 

Tehran/ Iran 

[Mar, 2019]– [Nov, 2020] 
Iran TopTalent was a programmer recruitment startup that was 

introducing programmers to companies in need of programmers. 

• Developing responsive web applications with React JS 

• Writing custom, reusable, and testable React.js hooks 

• Implementing tests for components with react library test 

React.js/ Hooks / Tailwind/ Tests  

http://www.linkedin.com/in/saeid-shoja-developer
http://www.linkedin.com/in/saeid-shoja-developer
mailto:saeidshoja0074@yahoo.com
https://github.com/saeid-shoja


 

 

 

LANGUAGE 

English 

Persian 

 

EDUCATION 

Islamic Azad University, sari  

Bachelor, Computer Science 

SKILLS 

# ReactJS                                    # Javascript 

# Typescript                                # Redux (redux toolkit) 

# nextJS                                       # Hooks                                          

# Html5 & Css (sass & scss & less) 

# Unit Testing                              # Style Component     

# Graph QL                                   # React-Query 

# NodeJs                                       # ExpressJs 

 

 

FAMILIAR WITH 

# Material-Ui                                      # Bootstrap                                          

# Tailwind                                           # Ant-design 

# Agile and scrum                            # ClickUp  

# Flux                                                  # Zustand 

# Recoil                                              # Git-Flow 


